
CODE ADMINISTRATION MONTHLY STATISTICAL REPORT OF TOTAL CONSTRUCTION AND OCCUPANCY

Begin Date Issued: 08/01/2022 to End Date Issued: 08/31/2022 9/27/2022 2:59:16PM
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 47NEW RES. CONSTRUCTION TOTAL  22 $51,157 $17,858 $301,608 $306,318 $98,039 $65,654 $3,278,400 $2,450,705 $24,440,052 $19,445,055 $6,032,392 $5,297,415114% 186% 34%

...New 1&2 Family R-3/5  5  3  67% $4,033 $303  1232% $59,256 $23,326 $5,747 $303 $309,582 $99,000 $1,782,500 $409,582 $99,000 213% $6,367,907

...Addition Add RES  42  19  121% $47,123 $17,555  168% $242,352 $282,992 $92,292 $65,352 $2,968,818 $2,351,705 $17,662,555 $5,622,810 $5,198,415 26% $18,072,145

Solar Photovoltaic Systems  14  7  100% $357 $0  0% $357 $0 $357 $0 $243,520 $128,000 $746,348 $505,075 $535,415 90% $1,115,585

Underpinning  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $2,443 $0 $1,190 $0 $0 $0 $0 $50,000 $0 0% $95,800

Alteration/Repair ALT & REP RES  48  65 -26% $26,858 $26,137  3% $192,905 $245,741 $52,605 $63,340 $1,373,442 $1,143,875 $11,582,801 $2,498,662 $2,795,329 20% $9,212,041

 109SUB-TOTAL RESIDENTIAL  94 $78,371 $43,995 $497,312 $552,059 $152,191 $128,995 $4,895,362 $3,722,580 $34,863,478 $31,774,205 $9,086,129 $8,628,15916% 78% 32%

 15NEW COMM. CONSTRUCTION TOTAL  9 $207,606 $175,646 $6,466,906 $1,537,296 $498,351 $655,358 $645,899,670 $17,865,927 $2,958,413,548 $1,203,760,266 $674,932,007 $721,225,16767% 18% 3,515%

...Multi Family R-2  0  1  0% $0 $57,954  0% $2,555,162 $360,172 $0 $286,982 $0 $6,000,000 $329,621,585 $0 $322,242,370 0% $199,965,520

New Building NEW  9  5  80% $182,190 $111,366  64% $3,580,050 $600,513 $456,048 $340,394 $643,835,850 $11,595,417 $851,363,484 $672,213,187 $397,647,787 5453% $2,725,492,674

Addition Add COM  6  3  100% $25,416 $6,326  302% $331,694 $576,612 $42,303 $27,982 $2,063,820 $270,510 $22,775,198 $2,718,820 $1,335,010 663% $32,955,353

Alteration/Repair ALT & REP COM  64  142 -55% $165,984 $393,843 -58% $2,070,706 $3,018,169 $356,006 $564,666 $6,956,721 $19,458,402 $325,616,888 $12,113,538 $57,909,674-64% $103,124,144

Tenant/Improvement TIE/TEN  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Amusement Devices (AMS)  3  1  200% $843 $1,632 -48% $1,587 $2,573 $843 $1,632 $610 $10,000 $65,107 $610 $11,500-94% $17,950

 82SUB-TOTAL COMMERCIAL  152 $374,432 $571,120 $8,539,199 $4,558,038 $855,199 $1,221,655 $652,857,001 $37,334,329 $3,061,555,641 $1,529,442,261 $687,046,154 $779,146,341-46% -34% 1,649%

SUB-TOTAL NEW CONSTRUCTION  62  31 $258,762 $193,504 $6,768,514 $1,843,615 $596,390 $721,012 $649,178,070 $20,316,632 $1,223,205,322 $680,964,399 $726,522,582100% 34% 3,095% $2,982,853,600

 191TOTAL CONSTRUCTION PERMITS  246 $452,803 $615,115 $9,036,512 $5,110,097 $1,007,390 $1,350,650 $657,752,363 $41,056,909 $3,096,419,120 $696,132,283 $787,774,500-26% 1,502%-22% $1,561,216,466

Demolition RES  4  0  0% $6,433 $0  0% $32,770 $5,685 $8,809 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $5,000

Demolition COM  1  1  0% $10,331 $198  5110% $167,338 $23,150 $12,461 $11,996 $1,500 $0 $0 $1,500 $0 0% $1,500

Elevator  6  4  50% $5,537 $12,078 -54% $280,020 $490,908 $10,524 $12,078 $135,875 $445,100 $19,739,477 $300,105 $445,100-69% $459,983,204

Fire Protection System  91  50  82% $135,841 $57,294  137% $553,416 $457,471 $198,191 $84,237 $2,071,828 $889,107 $9,202,380 $2,547,527 $1,486,452 133% $7,408,763

Fire Prevention Permit  110  60  83% $5,743 $3,789  52% $65,902 $49,995 $17,562 $10,859 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Electrical  180  214 -16% $57,967 $72,190 -20% $790,837 $524,807 $186,951 $118,335 $2,486,727 $3,000,958 $157,358,336 $6,747,715 $22,307,739-17% $937,665,887

Plumbing  102  154 -34% $41,957 $56,768 -26% $383,565 $250,764 $142,499 $94,872 $2,838,896 $2,106,579 $10,299,559 $4,094,142 $3,032,995 35% $462,176,086

Fuel Gas  155  151  3% $20,005 $24,309 -18% $151,539 $162,643 $43,452 $36,850 $1,049,924 $743,077 $6,672,687 $1,618,881 $1,764,225 41% $7,572,756

Mechanical  82  88 -7% $40,510 $111,568 -64% $473,254 $363,712 $86,081 $151,397 $10,919,620 $3,857,983 $33,232,312 $12,580,426 $5,196,944 183% $55,007,222

Code Modification  2  2  0% $300 $85  253% $1,325 $2,220 $450 $405 $20,001 $350 $74,695,556 $20,001 $236,350 5615% $60,191,001

Sign  11  12 -8% $1,529 $2,091 -27% $11,232 $11,775 $2,812 $2,862 $26,016 $57,810 $282,541 $57,616 $73,285-55% $239,458

 744SUB-TOTAL TRADE PERMIT  736 $326,152 $340,371 $2,911,197 $2,343,130 $709,791 $523,890 $19,550,387 $11,100,964 $1,990,250,877 $311,482,848 $27,967,913 $34,543,0901% -4% 76%

 27CO's TOTAL  14 $8,208 $2,965 $104,752 $48,599 $18,085 $6,391 $104,529,889 $2,825,000 $1,428,535,907 $161,994,404 $400,469,064 $25,782,64193% 177% 3,600%

Residential CO  1  2 -50% $207 $414 -50% $1,097 $6,776 $207 $1,862 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $1,000

Non Residential CO  26  12  117% $8,001 $2,552  214% $103,655 $41,823 $17,878 $4,529 $104,529,889 $2,825,000 $161,994,404 $400,469,064 $25,782,641 3600% $1,428,534,907

Mobile Food Truck MFT  0  1  0% $0 $100  0% $600 $800 $100 $200 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Residental Rental Inspection RRI  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Elevator ELV  5  7 -29% $913 $3,923 -77% $22,697 $72,858 $1,898 $14,186 $1,606,180 $4,063,178 $22,419,958 $1,606,180 $7,138,375-60% $21,647,648

 32SUB-TOTAL CERTIFICATES  22 $9,121 $6,988 $128,049 $122,257 $20,083 $20,777 $106,136,069 $6,888,178 $1,450,183,554 $184,414,362 $402,075,244 $32,921,01645% 31% 1,441%

TOTAL PERMITS/CERTIFICATES  967  1004 $788,076 $962,475 $12,075,758 $7,575,484 $1,737,264 $1,895,317 $783,438,819 $59,046,051 $6,536,853,551 $2,057,113,676 $1,126,175,440 $855,238,606-18% 1,227%-4%

ELV Inspections  31  36 -14% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $128,775 $20,835,020 $132,013,727 $320,230 $27,651,834-99% $12,357,308

FPR Inspections  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

 31SUB-TOTAL INSPECTIONS  36 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $128,775 $20,835,020 $12,357,308 $132,013,727 $320,230 $27,651,834-14% 0% -99%

 998GRAND TOTAL  1040 $788,076 $962,475 $12,075,758 $7,575,484 $1,737,264 $1,895,317 $783,567,594 $79,881,071 $6,549,210,859 $2,189,127,403 $1,126,495,670 $882,890,440-4% -18% 881%
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